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ABSTRACT

Embedding models are effective for learning high-dimensional
sparse data. Traditionally, they are deployed in DRAM parame-
ter servers (PS) for online inference access. However, the ever-
increasing model capacity makes this practice suffer from both
high storage costs and long recovery time. Rapidly developing Per-
sistent Memory (PM) offers new opportunities to PSs owing to its
large capacity at low costs, as well as its persistence, while the
application of PM also faces two challenges including high read
latency and heavy CPU burden. To provide a low-cost but still high-
performance parameter service for online inferences, we introduce
PetPS, the first production-deployed PM parameter server. (1) To
escape with high PM latency, PetPS introduces a PM hash index
tailored for embedding model workloads, to minimize PM access.
(2) To alleviate the CPU burden, PetPS offloads parameter gath-
ering to NICs, to avoid CPU stalls when accessing parameters on
PM and thus improve CPU efficiency. Our evaluation shows that
PetPS can boost throughput by 1.3− 1.7× compared to PSs that use
state-of-the-art PM hash indexes, or get 2.9−5.5× latency reduction
with the same throughput. Since 2020, PetPS has been deployed in
Kuaishou, one world-leading short video company, and successfully
reduced TCO by 30% without performance degradation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, embedding models have shown the superiority of learning
on high-dimensional input data (such as user IDs, item IDs and user-
item interactions). These models leverage the embedding technique,
which projects the raw feature IDs into low-dimensional vectors, to
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capture the underlying semantic meanings. Such vector representa-
tions are then fed into various DNNs [16, 24, 31, 39, 48, 54–56] to
predict user behaviors. Embedding models are widely used in high-
revenue business scenarios such as search, recommendation and
advertising. Specifically, in datacenters of giant Internet companies,
embedding models take up to 80% of all AI inference cycles [25].

Due to the ever-growing corpus size of high-dimensional fea-
tures and the wide use of the Feature Cross technique [16], the
capacity of productional embedding models [32] has exploded un-
precedentedly, from the scale of 1 billion (Google, 2016) to over 12
trillion (Meta, 2022), increasing for over four orders of magnitude.
This rapid growth in parameters brings better model accuracy [52],
but commensurately puts forward higher requirements for memory
capacity. The common practice is storing these huge models in
the DRAM of parameter servers (PS) [19, 30] to enable real-time
access to parameters for inference. Unfortunately, huge embedding
models make this practice suffer from two downsides. First, such
practice imposes high storage costs, not only because DRAM is an
expensive medium, but also because DRAM accounts for almost
half of the total system power consumption [23]. At Kuaishou, one
world-leading company in the short video area, there are thou-
sands of dedicated servers in the datacenters for storing various
embedding models, causing high capital expenditures and operat-
ing expenses. Second, after a PS outage, reloading parameters into
the DRAM takes considerable recovery time, which may violate
the service-level agreement (SLA) of online inferences.

Rapidly developing Persistent Memory (PM), also termed as Non-
Volatile Memory, provides new opportunities for parameter servers.
First, PM is byte-addressable like DRAM but can offer 8× memory
capacity than DRAM at a lower cost. Second, it provides data
persistence and can deliver quicker recovery and less downtime.

However, despite these attractive benefits, building parameter
servers on PM still faces two challenges.
• High PM read latency: PM endures 3× higher latency than DRAM.
If not managed well, the high latency could be fully exposed to
applications and cause a decline in inference performance.

• Heavy CPU burden: By embracing PM, the number of parameters
stored on a single PS becomes 8× larger than that with DRAM,
which means we have to serve more parameter requests on a
slower media, but with the same CPU resources. This makes the
CPU a performance bottleneck for parameter servers on PM.
This paper focuses on building parameter servers of huge em-

bedding models with PM, to provide a low-cost but still high-
performance parameter service for online inferences. Specifically,
we present the first production-deployed PM parameter server
called PetPS (Persistent Embedding Table Parameter Server).
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PetPS follows the process flow of conventional PSs: 1) Index-
ing, responsible for identifying the sizes and memory addresses of
requested parameters, and 2) Gathering, which gathers (serializes)
these parameters together to reply to clients. Our key contribution
is the PM-suited design and implementation of these two steps
to effectively tackle the aforementioned challenges, based on our
analysis of real-world model service workloads.

For indexing, we propose PetHash, a highly-optimized PM hash
index that greatly reduces PM access. Its key design principle is to
minimize PM reads, by embracing the unique workload character-
istics of embedding models. First, the parameter capacity of PSs is
usually stable, which eliminates rehashing. Different from existing
PM hash indexes [33, 37, 57] that use multi-level structures to trade
multiple reads for cheap rehashing, PetHash uses a single-level
structure to locate one bucket with only one PM read. Second, the
access distribution of parameters is skewed. For hot parameters,
PetHash leverages hotness-aware placement to avoid probing the
hash index and thus provides fast access to them. Third, a request
contains the query of hundreds of parameters. PetHash appropri-
ately prefetches possible locations to be visited to further hide the
high read latency of PM.

For gathering, we find that over 29% CPU cycles are spent on
gathering due to the high read latency of PM. To improve CPU
efficiency, PetPS introduces NIC Gathering, which offloads CPU’s
gathering operations to NIC. Specifically, we notice that modern
NICs have the scatter-gather direct memory access (DMA) func-
tionality, which can be re-purposed for gathering parameters on
PM. With this design, the CPU is freed from waiting for slow PM
when reading parameters. Such reduction in CPU stalls directly
translates to performance improvements. Despite these benefits,
the introduction of NIC Gathering may cause parameter inconsis-
tency if there are concurrent writes to parameters being DMAed.
We use a combination of the copy-on-write mechanism and our
proposed epoch-list-based space reclamation scheme to carefully
protect parameters under DMA.

Evaluation with real-world service trace shows that: PetPS out-
performs PSs using state-of-the-art PM hash indexes by up to 1.7×
(from 1.3×) in throughput, or achieves up to 5.5× (from 2.9×) la-
tency reduction with the same throughput. PetPS can also deliver
comparable or even better latency and only 12% throughput degra-
dation to the in-house DRAM PS of Kuaishou.

Since 2020, PetPS has been deployed in the production video
recommendation services of Kuaishou. It successfully reduced the
total cost of ownership (TCO) by 30% without affecting the original
service performance.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We give a workload analysis of real-world huge embedding model
services (§2.3) and identify two key challenges that arise when
PM meets huge embedding models (§2.4).

• Guided by our analysis, we build the first production-deployed
PM parameter server, PetPS, featured with PetHash (§3.2), a PM
hash index tailored for the embedding model workloads, and NIC
Gathering (§3.3), a mechanism which retrofits the DMA engine
on NICs for gathering parameters.

• We perform evaluation with production workloads that validates
the effectiveness and efficiency of PetPS (§4).
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Figure 1: (a) Typical architecture of embedding models. We
omit non-ID type features (i.e., continuous features) for simplicity.
(b) Production serving system for huge embedding models.

Embedding vectors are sharded to PSs, whereas MLP is replicated to
each inference server’s GPU memory. The inference server requests
PSs for needed embedding vectors.

2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

2.1 Persistent Memory

Rapidly developing Persistent Memory (PM) acts as a new tier
between DRAM and SSD in today’s storage hierarchy. It provides
a large capacity at low costs with both DRAM-comparable access
performance and SSD-like persistence (i.e., data will be retained
when the system is shut down). PM is byte-addressable, and can be
accessed by the CPU directly with load/store instructions.

Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [8] (DCPMM) is the first
and currently the only commercially-available PM product. This
paper builds PS on DCPMM, but we only rely on its PM-common
features (byte addressability, low latency, high capacity at low costs,
persistence); hence, our PS can still work on future PM (such as CXL
attached storage device [3]). The key obstacle for PM-enabled PS
is PM’s high read latency, which, without suitable system designs,
could greatly drag down the performance of the inference service.

2.2 Embedding Models

Embedding models [16, 24, 31, 39, 48, 54–56] are a dominating
type of deep learning models widely used in the core businesses
of Internet companies such as recommendation systems and ad-
vertisements. Unlike traditional deep learning scenarios like com-
puter vision or natural language processing, the input features
of these core businesses contain a large number of ID-type fea-
tures (e.g., user ID, video ID). These ID-type features are extremely
high-dimensional and sparse, and cannot be directly learned by the
neural network. To solve this problem, embedding models usually
follow the Embedding-MLP architecture [26], which leverages the
embedding technique to bridge the gap between ID-type features
and neural network. Specifically, the model contains multiple em-
bedding tables, each of which maps feature IDs of one specific ID
type into low-dimensional vectors (called embedding vectors, or
embeddings for short). Usually, the dimension of embeddings is
between 16 and 256.
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Figure 2: (a-c) Characteristics of one embedding model service in production. (a) normalized throughput of read/write requests,
(b) daily loads and memory utilization of PS, (c) PDF of feature ID count per inference request. (d-e) Motivation. (d) Throughput and CPU
utilization of PS. (e) CPU time breakdown of PS.

Fig. 1a shows the inference process of embedding models. ID-
type features are first mapped to embeddings by looking up embed-
ding tables. Then these embeddings are pooled (e.g., sum or average
pooling), and finally fed into MLP to get the final label.

Modern embedding models demand a large number of param-
eters for embeddings. This is resulted by the combination of the
large-scale cardinality in ID-type features and the wide utilization
of feature cross technique (i.e., cartesian product) [16]. For example,
the billion-scale video ID feature introduces an embedding table
with trillions of parameters, while the feature cross of the user
ID feature and video ID feature generates a new ID type, which
leads to a much gigantic embedding table. As a result, embeddings
usually account for over 99.9% of parameters in one embedding
model [25, 32, 41]. With the increase in the number of IDs and
more ID-type features introduced by model engineers, embedding
models are racing to a scale of trillion parameters [32].

2.3 Huge Embedding Model Serving at Kuaishou

To serve with such giant embedding models, our serving system
follows a disaggregated parameter server schema [49] (Fig. 1b).
Specifically, there are two groups of servers: inference servers for
the computation of neural networks with GPUs, and PSs for shard-
ing the storage of giant models [19, 30]. Since MLP is usually small
(a few hundred MBs), a common practice is to cache it on the GPU
memory of inference servers, while store all embeddings on PSs.
When receiving an inference task, the inference servers first acquire
the corresponding embeddings of feature IDs from the PSs, and
then continue to perform the forwarding of neural networks. PSs
process requests with indexing and gathering, as stated in §1.

At Kuaishou, there are nearly one thousand models of various
kinds, running on thousands of dedicated PS servers. Since infer-
ence is latency-sensitive, traditional PSs store parameters in DRAM
to enable real-time access for inference servers [42, 49]. However,
they have two drawbacks. First, the DRAM capacity required for
storing huge embedding models introduces high CapEx and OpEx.
Second, when PS outages, it needs to pull the complete model from
the backend storage system. The several minutes of recovery time
may violate the SLA of online inferences, affecting user experience.

This paper focuses on storing embeddings1 on PS with PM, to
enjoy its DRAM-like performance, persistence and high capacity at

1In the rest of paper, we use the term parameter and embedding interchangeably, since
all parameters stored on PS are embeddings.

low costs. To better understand the characteristics of PS, we collect
the accessing trace of one major video recommendation service
at Kuaishou; see Fig. 2(a-c). The embedding model in this service
achieves a scale of a trillion parameters. We draw three insights
that are useful for the design of PetPS as follows:
• Extremely-intensive reads. Most operations (∼98%) in PSs are
read-only, with non-frequent writes (∼2%) for model freshness.

• Stable loads. The parameter capacity and memory usage of PSs
are stable. Although models continuously accept new coming
IDs, we commonly eliminate old embeddings for accommodating
new embeddings. As a result, the total loads keep stable.

• Batched IDs in one read request. A model inference request
usually involves up to thousands of IDs. They are split into mul-
tiple read requests that are sent to PSs. In our setting, the batch
size of IDs in one request is 500.

2.4 Motivation

To understand the basic performance and bottlenecks of PM-enabled
PSs, we build a PS system using existing PMhash indexes and profile
it. The index’s keys are feature IDs and the values are the corre-
sponding embeddings. The PS is exposed to clients via an RPC
interface. We investigate four PM indexes, including Level [57],
Clevel [15], CCEH [37], and Dash [33]. We use a machine with
6 DCPMMs as the PS and keep sending Pull requests to it. Each
request contains 500 IDs, where IDs follow the Zipfian distribution
(𝛼 = 0.99).
CPU is the primary throughput bottleneck. Fig. 2d shows the
throughput (in Mops/s, each parameter access is considered as an
operation) and CPU utilization of PS with increasing client thread
counts. We only show the result of Dash since other indexes share
similar results. At the peak throughput, the system gets a 100%
utilization of all 72 CPU cores, but only 46% of the available NIC
bandwidth. Because the PM random read bandwidth (36 GB/s) is
much higher than the NIC bandwidth (25 GB/s), we conclude that
the CPU is exhausted and becomes the throughput bottleneck. The
underlying reason is that, the CPU is stalled fetching the slow PM
inefficiently, due to the inherent random access pattern of PS.
Most CPU time is spent on indexing, but non-negligible time

on gathering. Fig. 2e further decomposes the CPU time of PS.
First, across different PM hash indexes, over 84% of the CPU time
is consumed on indexing. Thus, avoiding even one PM read per
query in index can result in a significant latency reduction (e.g., the
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Figure 3: PetPS architecture.

end-to-end latency can be reduced by 150 µs theoretically when the
batch size is 500 and PM read latency is 300 ns). Second, aside from
indexing, the CPUs of PSs spend up to 29% of time on gathering
embeddings. We attribute it to the large batch size for gathering
and the slow read latency of PM.

3 DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 PetPS Architecture

PetPS is a PM-enabled parameter server that enjoys PM’s instant
recovery and low storage costs. PetPS supports two interfaces:
Pull (IDs) for getting the corresponding parameters of a batch of
IDs (used by inference servers), and Push (IDs, embeddings) for
updating a batch of parameters (used for model updates). Both
interfaces are exposed via RPC.

PetPS follows the run-to-completion paradigm [43]. Each CPU
thread of PSs undertakes the entire RPC lifetime, from receiving the
request to sending the response back. Clients (inference servers)
split all feature IDs of an inference task into a series of requests
(empirically 500 IDs per request) to gain the concurrency benefits
of multiple threads in PSs.

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of PetPS. It includes the fol-
lowing two key components: 1) PetHash, a persistent hash table
highly optimized for parameter servers. Its keys are feature IDs,
while the values point to the corresponding positions (e.g., memory
addresses) of embeddings. 2) NIC Gathering, a mechanism that
retrofits the DMA engine on NIC for gathering parameters and
replying them back to clients. In addition, PetPS contains a slab-
based memory allocator, Memory Pool, which manages the PM
space for storing embeddings.

Fig. 3 also shows the workflow of a Pull request. Upon receiving a
Pull request from an inference server, PetPS first looks up PetHash
to get the addresses of parameters in Memory Pool, and then lever-
ages the NIC Gathering mechanism to gather the parameters from
Memory Pool and reply them to the inference server.

Next, we will introduce each of the key components in PetPS.

3.2 PetHash

Many prior PM hash indexes [15, 33, 37, 51, 57] commonly adopt
the multi-level structure for ease of rehashing but pay the cost
of multiple PM reads. For example, a state-of-the-art hash table,
Dash [33], requires multiple pointer-chasing operations to locate
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Figure 4: The structure of PetHash.

one KV pair (directory → segment → bucket → KV pair). On
the other hand, the key design principle of PetHash is to reduce
the number of PM reads for most indexing operations to one, by
embracing the unique workload characteristics in PSs.

Single-level structure. As our PSs have a stable capacity (§2.3),
PetHash chooses the single-level structure of classic hash tables to
reduce the read cost. The most obvious benefit is that we can locate
a bucket directly by its bucket number, with only one PM read.

Fig. 4 shows the structure of PetHash. PetHash contains a single
level of buckets. The bucket size is configurable, and is set to 256
bytes in PetPS, which is exactly the internal block size of PM. Bor-
rowing the idea of a high-performance DRAM hash table, F14 [6],
we do not choose chaining to resolve conflicts (due to the memory
under-utilization in chained buckets), but use the open-address
method. Each KV pair has a corresponding bucket (called home
bucket) determined by the key’s hash value. The KV pair is pre-
ferred to be placed in its home bucket, but it can also be displaced
to other buckets when the home bucket is full.

Each bucket contains the following fields of metadata. A 14-byte
fingerprint [38] enables fast intra-bucket search. A 4-byte version
enables bucket-level write lock and lock-free search like Dash [33].
A 1-byte overflow counter indicates the number of KVswhich should
be placed in this bucket, but are displaced to other buckets since
this one is full.

For insert operations, PetHash first locates the home bucket. If
there are free slots, PetHash inserts the KV pair to it directly. If
not, a displacement occurs. We probe the backward buckets with
linear probing until we find an available one and insert to it. The
probing step is set according to the hash of keys to avoid continuous
full buckets. During the probing, the overflow counters of probed
buckets are increased atomically to record this displacement.

For search/delete/update operations, PetHash probes buckets
until the key is found, or it encounters a bucket whose overflow
counter is 0, which means that the key does not exist in the hash ta-
ble. Then it performs search/delete/update operations in the bucket.
For delete operations, PetHash also needs to decrease the overflow
counters in the probing path.

Note that the probing paths are expected to be short, if we set
the hash table size appropriately. Theoretically, with a load factor
of 0.8, over 99.99% of KVs can be found within three probes, and the
mathematical expectation of probing count is 1.05. In practice, since
the inference model is a replication of the training model, we can
then empirically predetermine the hash table size, by considering
the performance-and-space tradeoff.

Hotness-aware placement. Hotness-aware placement is de-
signed based on the skew access pattern we often observe in real-
world embedding models. The core idea is trying to place hot KV
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pairs in their own home buckets, so that they can be found with
only one PM read (in line with our design principle). Tracking the
hotness of KV pairs should not cause interference to the service
of PSs. Thus, instead of PSs, PetPS makes clients responsible for
identifying hot sets because PSs’ CPUs are precious while clients
usually have spare CPU resources. Periodically (e.g., every 10 s),
one client generates its hot sets by sampling and sends them to
the corresponding PSs as the final hot set. Note that even only one
client’s hotness statistics are sufficiently accurate since all clients
share a similar distribution of key accesses.

PetPS uses a dedicatedmigration thread to move hot keys. Upon
receiving the new hot set, PetPS invokes the migration thread,
which checks whether each hot key is in its own home bucket.
If not, the migration thread first inserts the hot KV to its home
bucket, in which case a cold victim may be migrated for making
room (recursively), and then deletes it from the original bucket.

Prefetching. A Pull request often carries hundreds of keys, and
all these keys are sequentially queried by one service thread of
PS. This batched manner gives the opportunity of prefetching to
accelerate the last mile of “one PM read principle”. Before indexing
the current key, PetPS initiates a prefetching instruction for the
home bucket of the next key. With a high probability, the PM
accesses for the indexing of the next key can be fully satisfied by
the CPU cache. In this way, indexing and PM fetching are pipelined,
and we can hide the latency of most PM reads in PetHash.

3.3 NIC Gathering

After indexing, the next step of PS is to gather the parameters
based on the lookup results of the index, and send them back to
the client. The conventional way of gathering by CPU wastes CPU
cycles due to massive high-latency PM reads of parameters. PetPS
proposesNICGathering, based on the observation that modern NICs
already have the capability of scatter-gather DMA, which can be
re-purposed for performing gathering embeddings. Fig. 5 compares
the conventional CPU Gathering and PetPS’s NIC Gathering.

In this subsection, we first briefly introduce the scatter-gather
DMA on NIC, and then present how PetPS tames it for gathering
embeddings. Since DMA is performed asynchronously by hardware,
any concurrent updates or memory deallocation to the embeddings
being DMA-ed may cause data inconsistency; we show how PetPS
avoids such inconsistency and ensures correctness.

A primer on scatter-gather DMA on NIC. The lightweight
DMA engines of modern NICs can perform zero-copy data scat-
tering and gathering at low runtime costs. In this paper, we focus
on the gathering operation. The programming interface is a de-
scriptor list provided by user-space networking libraries such as
Intel DPDK [5] and libibverbs [10]. Each descriptor includes the
source address of a memory block along with its size. The software
submits a list of descriptors to the NIC’s DMA engine to initiate
DMAs, and the DMA engine coalesces the memory blocks specified
in the descriptor list together for network transmission. Scatter-
gather DMA was originally designed for optimizing MPI collective
communication to eliminate the additional copy of many large data
blocks in the HPC scenario [22]. PetPS retrofits it for gathering
embeddings without making modifications to the hardware.
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Figure 5: Comparison between conventional CPU Gathering

and PetPS’s NIC Gathering. The red dashed line illustrates what
the CPU does in both gathering schemes.

Offloading embedding gathering to the NIC. To leverage
the DMA engine for transferring embeddings with different sizes
and dealing with missing embeddings, PetPS provides a compacted
DMA-capablemessage layout. Eachmessage contains two fields: the
header and the payload. The header includes the number of missing
embeddings and their feature IDs, while the payload compacts all
the requested embeddings that are available in this PS.

If there are 𝑛 embeddings in the payload field, assembling a
message in PetPS will require 1 + 𝑛 DMAs. One is for fetching the
message header, which is initialized in a pre-allocated page-locked
DRAM buffer. The other DMAs read 𝑛 embeddings directly from
PM. Leveraging the doorbell batchingmechanism [28], PetPS needs
notifying the NIC for only once to launch all these DMAs.

We also use domain-specific knowledge to optimize the metadata
size of the message layout. This is particularly useful for reduc-
ing network traffic when transferring small embeddings (like low-
dimensional embeddings or quantized embeddings). First, instead
of explicitly concatenating each feature ID and its corresponding
embedding like conventional PSs [30], we organize embeddings in
order of feature IDs in the client’s request, which implies the map-
ping information between IDs and embeddings. This can save the
space of a feature ID (usually 8 bytes) for each embedding. Second,
the message layout does not include the sizes of each embedding.
This is because features of the same type share the same embedding
size. We can maintain a type-to-size mapping table (with dozens of
entries) and get the corresponding embedding size easily by looking
up it with a specific feature type.

Protecting embeddings being gathered by DMA. Since DMA
is done asynchronously by the NIC, PetPS must ensure two invari-
ants during the DMA process: (i) the original embeddings must not
be modified, and (ii) their memory must not be freed. Otherwise,
partially-updated or wrong embeddings may be sent to the client.
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For (i), PetPS uses the copy-on-write mechanism to ensure no
in-place writes. When receiving a Push request (i.e., updating pa-
rameters), PetPS first allocates a batch of buffers with the same
sizes as the to-be-updated embeddings from Memory Pool and
writes the updates to them. Then, PetPS updates the new locations
of these embeddings to PetHash atomically.

For (ii), the core obstacle of safely recycling old-version param-
eters is that: the updater threads are unaware of whether there
are DMAs reading them concurrently and whether there will be
upcoming ones. To record these information of reader threads for
updater threads, PetPS proposes an epoch-list-based space reclama-
tion scheme. Different from the classic epoch-based space reclama-
tion [21], which sets a single epoch for a thread, PetPS assigns each
reader thread an epoch list, which bookkeeps the epoches of all
ongoing and forthcoming DMAs. Specifically, for the reader thread,
each time it starts processing a Pull request, it acquires a global
epoch and adds the epoch to its epoch list. The list will delete this
epoch after the completion of scatter-gather DMA. For the update
thread, it first logically frees the old-version embedding (i.e., only
updating the index), and records the current global epoch as 𝑒 . The
old-version embedding can be freed physically (i.e., recycled to
Memory Pool) only if the smallest one of all threads’ epoch lists is
greater than 𝑒 , in which case all reader threads and DMA requests
have no references to it. Fig. 6 shows a concrete example.

Advantages. Offloading the embedding gathering process to
NIC brings three advantages. First, it is well suited for PM. It elimi-
nates CPU stalls caused by bulk of high latency PM reads, alleviating
the CPU bottleneck and thus improving the performance of PS. Sec-
ond, the NIC-based gathering does not disturb CPU cache [7], while
CPU Gathering incurs cache pollution, which affects the perfor-
mance of indexing. According to our evaluation, CPU Gathering
leads to 11% more LLC misses in indexing. Third, it does not rely on
customized hardware and can be deployed directly on off-the-shelf
NICs in our datacenter. Scatter-gather DMA, as a basic feature,
has already been supported by most vender NICs, including Intel,
Mellanox, and Broadcom.

3.4 Recovery

There are two phases for the recovery of PetPS: (i) recovering local
PM, and (ii) catching up on unfinished model updates from training
clusters. For (i), it is similar to existing PM KV stores. For (ii), we
record recent model updates in a Kafka[1]-like message queue and

the reading status of each PS persistently. Thus, after restarting,
the outaged PSs can continue to consume model updates.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. We run experiments on three machines, one as the PS,
and two as the clients. All the machines are equipped with two
Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPUs at 2.6 GHz, 64GB of DRAM, and
two 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. The PS machine has an
additional 1.5TB of Intel Optane DCPMM (6 × 256GB).

Although we employ DCPMM for evaluation, the assumptions
to PM in PetPS are completely based on its generic properties (byte
addressability, access latency between DRAM and SSD, high capac-
ity at low cost, persistence), independent of specific characteristics
of Optane’s 3D XPoint media. Therefore, we believe that PetPS
remains effective for any future forms of PM (e.g., CXL storage
devices like Samsung Memory-Semantic SSD [11]).

We configure the PS to use all cores as the RPC threads, and let
clients continuously send requests to it. Each client thread issues
up to 2 concurrent Pull requests, with 500 feature IDs per request.
We adjust the client thread count to change the test pressure.
Workloads.We use the following two workloads.
Production. We use a production workload to evaluate the perfor-
mance of PetPS and other competitor systems. It is a day-long
trace collected from one major video recommendation service in
Kuaishou production. The model running behind contains 100 bil-
lion parameters in total. The embedding dimension is set to 128.
After sampling (for confidentiality), the trace contains 6 million
samples, and involves 1 billion feature IDs.
YCSB. We use a synthetic workload YCSB [17] for the sensitivity
study, since it can easily change the access pattern (such as feature
ID distribution, skewness, and read/write ratio). Unless otherwise
specified, we use YCSB-C (100% read) and a Zipfian feature ID
distribution with the default parameter 0.99. The model is set to
the same as that of the Production workload.
Competitors.We compare PetPSwith the following three systems.
PSLite [4] is the implementation of classic PSs [30]. It leverages C++
unordered_map as the index. PSLite is used by popular systems like
MXNet [2] and BytePS [27]. The original PSLite is single-threaded
and we reimplement it to support multiple threads by maintaining
32 shards of indexes and using per-shard reader-writer locks for
concurrency control.
DashPS replaces PSLite’s index with the state-of-the-art PM hash
index, Dash [33].
KuaiPS is Kuaishou’s in-house implementation of DRAM PSs. It
uses a concurrent chaining-based hash index. Like PetPS, it sup-
ports a variety of features required by production (e.g., parameter
admission, retirement).

For fair comparisons, we make the following modifications to
competitor systems. 1) For the systems which do not support PM
natively, we simply modify them by allocating both the index and
parameters on PM with our Memory Pool. 2) To avoid side effects
of rehashing, we reserve sufficient memory for indexes like [14].
3) We port the RPC of PetPS to all competitor systems to eliminate
the performance bias caused by network stacks.
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4.2 Overall Performance

Exp #1: Overall performance. Fig. 7 shows the peak through-
put of each system. The unit op refers to an operation of pulling
or pushing a parameter, the same below. PetPS yields 1.3 − 1.6×
throughput gains on YCSB-C and 1.4 − 1.7× on Production respec-
tively compared with other systems. It justifies the design of PetPS.

To illustrate more clearly, we collect the median / 99th percentile
(P99) latencies and the corresponding throughput of clients under
different test pressures; see Fig. 8. We find that PetPS consistently
exhibits higher throughputs and lower latencies than other systems.
At a low request pressure (such as 20Mops/s), PetPS respectively
achieves 2.9 − 5.5× and 3.1 − 5.1× reductions in median and P99
latencies. At peak throughput, the reduction of the two latencies
reaches 2.6 − 3.1× and 2.2 − 3.3×. All systems are bottlenecked
by CPUs. KuaiPS first encounters the bottleneck since its index
designed for DRAM is not suitable for PM, and its CPU is also
responsible for other extra work such as hotspot identification
and parameter retirement. The chained hashing of PSLite and the
extendible hashing of Dash all introduce multiple reads to the in-
dexing process (see Exp #2 for details), thus degrading the system
performance. Our PetPS performs better by leveraging PetHash
to greatly reduce the indexing time, with NIC Gathering to further
unlash CPU’s gathering.

4.3 Techniques

Exp #2: PetHash.We use the YCSB-C workload to evaluate the
performance of PetHash and existing PM hash indexes. The key
and value sizes are set to 8 bytes, which is the same with the set-
ting of PS. We evaluate three key distributions, including uniform,
Zipfian-0.9, and Zipfian-0.99 (a larger value means a more skewed
distribution). Fig. 9a presents their throughput. We make the follow-
ing observations: 1) PetHash enjoys 1.3 − 2.5× higher throughput

than existing PM hash indexes because its PS-suited design greatly
reduces the amount of PM reads (up to 2×, see Fig. 9b). 2) Com-
pared with a raw PetHash, enabling hotness-aware placement can
promote 8% throughput, mainly stemming from the query path
reduction of hot KVs. This technique brings more improvement
under a more skewed distribution. 3) Prefetching can further en-
hance the throughput by 11-40%. This benefit mainly comes from
the hiding latency of most PM reads.
Exp #3: NIC Gathering. Fig. 10 illustrates the CPU time break-
down of PetPS, with two gathering schemes, at their peak through-
put. We find that: 1) NIC Gathering reduces the gathering time
from 180 µs to 14 µs (about 12.8×). It justifies that NIC Gathering
eliminates the CPU overhead in gathering. 2) With NIC Gathering,
the indexing part also gets a speedup of 22% since it avoids cache
pollution caused by CPU Gathering. 3) The CPU saved from NIC
Gathering can then improve the peak throughput by 1.2×.

Note that NIC Gathering is also applicable to DRAM. We repeat
the above experiments by substituting PM with DRAM. Interest-
ingly, we find that NIC Gathering instead causes a 30% decline of
throughput. The underlying reason we find is that the low latency
of DRAM makes the DMA engine a performance bottleneck.
Exp #4: Contributions of techniques to performance. Fig. 11
shows the contributions of techniques to the final performance of
PetPS. We start with DashPS. By substituting Dash with PetHash,
PetPS gets 1.2 − 1.3×, 1.3 − 1.5×, and 1.2 − 1.7× improvement
in terms of throughput, median latency and P99 latency, since it
reduces PM reads and speeds up the indexing step. Introducing NIC
Gathering further delivers up to around 1.2× higher throughput,
2.3× lower median latency and up to 2.0× lower P99 latency, mainly
coming from lifting the burden of gathering off of CPUs.

4.4 Sensitivity Study

Exp #5: Impact of write ratios.We use YCSB to test the sensitivity
of PetPS to writes. We set different update ratios, the remaining
proportion is for reading. As shown in Fig. 12, PetPS consistently
achieves similar or better performance than any other system, even
with high update ratios. This is because the single-level structure
of PetHash is also friendly to updates. With a higher read ratio,
PetPS can enhance more performance (thanks to NIC Gathering).
Exp #6: Impact of embedding dimensions. We use the Pro-
duction workload and equip all systems with different embedding
dimensions. Fig. 13 shows the CPU time breakdown at peak through-
put of Dash-PS and PetPS. Due to space limitations, we omit other
competitors with similar performance. The increased embedding
dimension makes other systems take more time in the gathering
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step and consequently affects the indexing step. However, PetPS
keeps CPU efficiency even under large embedding dimensions.

4.5 Comparison with DRAM PS

Exp #7: Performance comparison with DRAM PS. We run
KuaiPS on DRAM (called KuaiPS-DRAM) and compare it with
PetPS on PM. Fig. 14 shows the throughput-latency curves of two
systems. We only show the median latency due to space limitation,
and the results of P99 latency are similar. 1) When the throughput
is below 28Mops/s, PetPS reaches similar or even lower latency.
2) PetPS achieves only 12% lower peak throughput than KuaiPS-
DRAM. Taking into account that the price of DRAM is 1.9× higher
than that of PM, PetPS yields much better cost-efficiency gains
than KuaiPS. According to our cost analysis [9], PetPS can reduce
the TCO of PSs by 30% without performance degradation.
Exp #8: Recovery time. We evaluate the recovery time of PetPS
on PM and KuaiPS on DRAM. For the model with 1 billion feature
IDs, PetPS only needs 5 seconds of recovery time with the instant
recovery of PM, while KuaiPS requires nearly 7 minutes to reload
the model from remote storage.

5 RELATEDWORK

Parameter servers for embedding models. PS architecture [18,
19, 27, 30, 40, 50] decouples model storage from computation, and
eases training and serving of large-scale embedding models [35, 36,
42]. Traditional PSs are DRAM-only, introducing high storage costs
when facing at-scale embedding models. There are several works
extending the memory hierarchy of PS beyond DRAM with SSDs.

In the training scenario, AIBox [53] and HierPS[52] equip PS
with SSDs. Their intuition is that we can prefetch parameters of
the next training step to hide the latency of low-speed media, as
the training dataset is all pre-known. Compared with them, the
inference scenario of PetPS is more challenging due to the pre-
unknown inference requests.

In the inference scenario, Bandana [20] stores embedding models
with NVMe SSDs. The main challenges Bandana deals with are the
limited read bandwidth and read amplification of SSDs. SDM [12]
extends Bandana with a customized NVMe driver and a sophisti-
cated DRAM cache. PetPS distinguishes from them in two aspects.
1) Bandana and SDMwith slow SSDs are device-bottlenecked, while
PetPS with fast PM is CPU-bottlenecked. This leads to different

considerations and designs. 2) With a low performance, Bandana
and SDM only suit for non-performance-critical embeddings (e.g.,
user embeddings) [20], which only take a small proportion of all em-
beddings. However, PetPS has a broader suitability since it delivers
significantly better latency and throughput with PM.
Persistent memory indexes. PM is a promising low-cost substi-
tute for DRAM. In the last few years, there is a wealth of work on
PM indexes [13, 14, 29, 34, 46, 47]. The most relevant work with
PetPS is PM hash indexes [15, 33, 37, 51, 57]. They mainly focus
on optimizing writing, but are not suitable in the PS scenario with
massive reads. Level and Clevel [15, 57] apply the two-level scheme
to reduce PM writes and only need to rehash entries in one level.
However, under the read-intensive scenario, Level suffers additional
conflicts for its reader-writer locks for concurrency control, while
Clevel needs to probe all levels for reads inefficiently. CCEH [37]
and Dash [33] follow the extendible hash schemes. They can achieve
a finer resizing granularity by only rehashing segments. However,
they suffer from multiple pointer-chasing operations when locating
one KV pair. For the reading path optimization, Dash employs
fingerprint [38] to avoid unnecessary in-chunk PM reads and al-
leviate CPU stalls. PetPS also leverages it to speed up in-chunk
probing. Coroutine-based approaches [44, 45] try to hide the high
PM latency by scheduling another task (coroutine). PetPS achieves
similar effects by customizing the batch query pipeline.

6 CONCLUSION

PetPS, as the first PM-enabled PS, achieves both fast recovery and
low storage costs for huge embedding models compared with tradi-
tional DRAM PSs. First, based on the unique workload characteris-
tics, PetPS designs a hash index tailored for PSs and greatly reduces
PM reads. Second, PetPS offloads gathering from the CPU to NICs
and thus promotes CPU efficiency. Evaluation with production
workloads shows that PetPS outperforms PSs using state-of-the-
art PM hash indexes. Our PetPS provides a prime example of PM’s
industrial application; we expect further efforts on this emerging
hardware from both academia and industry.
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